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1. (a) Obtain the steady state queue length distribution of a stable FCFS M/M/I queue using Little's law.
(b) Show by analytical argument how average packet delay and jitter will be affected as we switch from
LCFS to FCFS. [2.5+2.5=5]

2. State whether the following statements are true or false: (a) Time out causes TCP-Reno window to get

halved. (b) Link state routing protocols are widely used in large networks due to their fast convergence and

high reliability. (c) Blocking policies can always outperform push out with threshold class ofpolicies.(d) A

fragment is a subset of a shortest path tree, (e) Every Iink is a bottleneck Iink for at least one flow in max-min

flow allocation. [I x5=5]

3. (a) An M/M/infinity system is such that a new packet always joins the empty server with the lowest
index number. Find the fraction of packets with are flowing through server with index "m+ J"? (b)
Consider saturation analysis of a 2x2 input queued switch without buffers at the input. In a slot, if there is
more than one cell at the inputs for a destination, only one of them is transmitted to the output, and the
others are dropped. In the next slot all inputs get a new cell. Assuming independent and uniform routing
find the throughput per port for such a switch? [2.5+2.5=5]

4. Suppose that Dijkstra's algorithm is used to determine the shortest paths from a node s to all other nodes
in a network. Assume all link lengths are strictly positive. After the termination of the algorithm we note
that predecessor of every node i on the shortest path from s to i, Let E' be the set of edges joining the given
nodes with their respective predecessors. Show that the sub graph (V, E) is a tree, that is, a graph with no
cycles in it. [5]

5. A currency conversion table is given below:
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Given these conversion rates (a) what is the best way to convert gold to USD? Examples of different

conversion procedures are: (i) 1 oz. gold =>$327.25. • (ii) 1 oz. gold =>£208.10 =>$327.00. • (iii) 1 oz. gold =>

455.2 Francs => 304.39 Euros => $327.28. etc. (b) Is there any arbitrage opportunity in currency conversion?

Example: Ex: $1 => 1.3941 Francs => 0.9308 Euros => $1.00084. How do you find it efficiently? [2.5+2.5=5]

6. Consider an adaptive window protocol with a window that can be any nonnegative real number. The

protocol is used to control fluid transfers. The transmitter increases its window as a function of the

amount of data u that has been transferred to the destination and acknowledged. This is what we call the

"age" of the transfer. Let the transmission window when the age is u be denoted by w(u). The initial

window is 1. There is no packet loss and window is limited in size because the files are of finite size. (i) If

the increase in window is equal to the amount of increase in the age of the transfer, then show that w (u)

= u+1 for all u>=O (ii) If the increase in window is l/w(u) per unit increase in age then when age is u>=O,

then show that w(u)=(2u+1)o.s for all u>=O. (iii) Relate these results to TCP protocol. [5]

7. We consider an M/M/l queue, with a Poisson arrival rate A. The service times are independent identically

distributed random variables, following the exponential distribution with parameter 11. The number of customers in
the system is a continuous-time Markov chain {Nit}: t ~ OJ. Let us now construct a discrete-time Markov chain by
observing N(t) only at arrival times. More specifically, if tj is the time that the i-th arrival occurs, we observe N(tj' ),

the number of customers in the queue right before the arrival time. Doing so for all arrivals, we construct the

discrete-time Markov chain (N;: i=l,2, ...j, where we define Nj = N(tj' ). (a) Draw the state diagram of this discrete-

time Markov chain {N;: i=l,2, ...], indicating for each state n, all possible transitions in and out of n, and formulate

the balance equations (without solving them). Is {N; : i=l,2, ...} a birth-death process? Remark: the stationary

distribution of this Markov chain is the distribution of the M/M/l queue upon arrival considered in the PASTA

theorem. (b) Find the transition probabilities Pnk, for all n, k. [10]

8. (a) What are the solutions of count to infinity problem? (b) What is Pushout with variable threshold policy? (c)
Why "drop from the head" type buffer management rule operates better with TCP compared to "drop from the

tail"? (d) What is RED buffer management policy? (e) How do we achieve window de-synchronization when

multiple TCPconnections with heterogeneous RTI share the same intermediate router in their paths? [10]


